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Session summary

Details per lap

Our heartbeat has only just calmed
down to prepare for the next one.
Just like Monaco a difficult circuit
to master. Driving slowly seems to
be the key to success. Something
that sounds strange when we
know you want to be the fastest.

L1-T2

Qualifying was both rainy and dry.
At the end of Q2, the clouds
cleared over Baku city and the
moment of the red tires had
arrived. The difference in times in
Q1 was large, partly due to the level
of difficulty, but also due to the
dryness of the track. The fastest
times are set at the very last
moment, if you can keep the car
under control. A very good time for
Cringy with 1.37. Class done.
Incidents were minimum. Only in
the first lap, second corner some
damage was done. After that it all
seemed to be clean. A fact that
pleases us the most. Respect for
others and very clean driving.

IEP0VICH NL dive bombs in this turn. Not
his intention, but this moment is worth a
license point. The action is without many
damage, but could have been worse.
Escaapo and Lando could have been
eliminated. WTZFLEX destroyed his own
wing on Timmy. This is worth a warning
for late braking.

L8-T19
VSC

Timmy crashed the car. DNF.

L12-T12
VSC

EconomicBerry crashed the car. DNF.

L23-T4
SC

Denjef crashed the car. DNF.

Details per driver / team *Note: not everyone will be mentioned.
MarkedCarp
Very strong start of the race. Shame of the retirement in the pits. And the DT
penalty caused by the VSC. Good to see the performance you had. Want to
see it more often!
DenJef
Strong qualy. The 2 stop strategy did not go your way. Also the DNF, just not
your race. Also this is most likely your last race for now. Some activities are
allowed again so you are not able to attend. Thank you, and we hope to see
you soon again.
LandoFanClub
Your best performance in Qualy so far. Also the Monday practice was
promising. Too bad the race wasn’t going your way, but it does show your
skills are going up!
Lexidas and DHR Graat
Disappointing Qualy for Lexidas, but once again driver of the day. Just keep
calm, watch the cat of the tree, and do your thing. DHR Graat, also very good
race.
AWRL Kevin
Lost connection. Points by AI will not count.

Thank you.

Tip: the delta of the VSC is not
visible during the pitlane session. It
caused a couple of players a DT
penalty. Be aware of this, I can cost
you the race.

FASTEST LAP
GEiT SAMUEL
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